Effectiveness of Roleplay Video Method in Teaching Communication Skills for Undergraduate Medical Students in Pharmacology in Indian Medical School
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Abstract

Background Communication is an important skill to be honed and applied by Indian medical graduate, as per revised regulations on Graduate Medical Education 2019. The objective of the present study was to evaluate the effectiveness of roleplay video demonstration in teaching communication skills to students using standard pharmacology drug prescription scenarios.

Materials and Methods In this study, 136 students were divided into three batches, and in each batch, they were paired as a group of one doctor and patient and were asked to perform a roleplay of doctor-patient communication to a standard drug prescription case scenario. Communication skills of the simulated doctor were assessed before and after the administration of standard roleplay video, using modified Kalamazoo consensus statement by both the patient (peer evaluation) and the doctor (self-assessment). The effectiveness of roleplay was evaluated by comparing the total score before and after the roleplay demonstration using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The difference between the scores of self-evaluation and peer evaluation was tested using Mann–Whitney U test.

Results The communication skills score of after intervention-before intervention (p = 0.001) showed 59 positive ranks and 36.64 mean rank among patient group and 61 positive ranks and 36.74 mean rank among doctors’ group, indicating there was a significant improvement in communication.

Conclusion Roleplay video demonstration improved the communication skills of students in the pharmacology practical class session. It helped in the active participation of the students and was appreciated by the majority of the students.

Introduction

Patient-doctor communication is an integral part of clinical practice. A physician obtains information from and shares information with a patient, leading either to a good therapeutic patient-doctor relationship or dissatisfaction on both sides.1 Patients with a better understanding of their treating doctors are more likely to acknowledge their
health problems, understand their treatment options, modify their behavior accordingly, and follow their medication schedules. Two studies have shown that medical students who undergo basic communication skills training perform better while communicating with patients. A systematic review of 40 years of published studies confirmed that good doctor-patient communication impacts a range of patient outcomes. In contrast, deficiencies in communication are associated with medical errors and adverse patient experiences. Various formal training programs have been created to enhance and measure specific communication skills. However, many of these efforts focus at medical schools and during early postgraduate years and often remain dormant in the academic field. The communication skills of the physician often remain poorly developed, which increases the need for established physicians to become better communicators. Till recently, training in communication skills was not an integral part of the medical curriculum in India.

According to the revised regulations on Graduate Medical Education 2019, Indian medical graduates must be able to communicate appropriately and effectively with patients, families, colleagues, and community, making them quality communicators. Early clinical exposure also necessitates precise and formal training of students on the acquisition of communication skills. A hybrid program that uses different instructional strategies to accommodate different learning styles is desirable in training. Didactic sessions supplemented by small group discussions with essential instructions are essential to highlight skills that the medical student needs to acquire to be a communicator. Students need an environment where their beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors can be observed, analyzed, and challenged, which can be achieved in a skill laboratory. Practicing specific communication skills like explaining the drug medications on peers or standardized patients can be done in these sessions. In a review by Bokken et al, the use of real and simulated patients in undergraduate medical education was mentioned as an indispensable component.

The Association of American Medical Colleges, Cincinnati, the expert committee, identified core seven components of fundamentals of encounters between clinicians and patients. These are as follows: build the relationship, open the discussion, gather information, understand the patient’s perspective, share information, reach an agreement on problems and plans, and provide closure, which can be taught to the students during the communication training program using the Calgary-Cambridge patient interview model framework.

In this context, the present study was planned to evaluate the effectiveness of the roleplay video demonstration to improve the communications skills of MBBS II students in simulated doctor-standardized patient interactions in pharmacology using clinical case scenarios (Video 1).

Materials and Methods

This interventional study was conducted in the Department of Pharmacology of a medical college in south India. After obtaining approval from the Institutional Ethics Committee (INST.EC/EC/073/2019–20), the study was performed in September 2019. The study participants included were the fourth-year medical undergraduates who consented to participate in the study. A total of 147 students were enrolled in the study, and among these, 136 students participated in the study.

The following steps were followed in inculcating communication skills to the medical students (Fig. 1):

1. A brief lecture highlighting the salient aspects of communication to become a good communicator in the initial half an hour was presented.
2. A handout consisting of a standard clinical prescription scenario both physicians and patients faced was provided to all 136 students. Students were grouped into 68 pairs, with each pair consisting of two students, one acted as a simulated doctor and the other as a patient.
3. Students were asked to do roleplay of the clinical scenario in the form of simulated doctor-patient interaction in groups. The performance of the simulated doctor was evaluated by the simulated patient (peer evaluation) and the simulated doctor himself (self-assessment), using a modified Kalamazoo adapted scale (preactivity score).
4. A roleplay video of the simulated doctor-patient communication of the same scenario enacted by the department’s faculty was played for the students’ understanding. Students were given enough time and opportunities to ask and clarify any doubts they had after the lectures and demonstrations. Roleplay video was done to avoid any discrepancies in the roleplays for three different batches.
5. Students were asked to repeat the roleplay after reviewing the video and observing the critical areas of communication. Evaluation of the repeat roleplay was done again, using a modified Kalamazoo adapted scale (postactivity score).
6. The feedback about the whole session was taken from the students.

The standard scenario of prescription to an adult female suffering from urinary tract infection (UTI) was used. A checklist to assesses the roleplay of communication of the prescription to the simulated patient was obtained from a modified Kalamazoo adapted scale.
Statistical Analysis

Comparison of preactivity score and postactivity score of “student doctor” (self-evaluation) and “patient” (peer evaluation) groups were made to identify the effectiveness of roleplaying video demonstration. Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied to identify any statistical significance in both groups. Mann–Whitney U test was applied to compare the patients’ (peer evaluation) and doctors’ perception (self-evaluation) groups.

Results

A total of 147 students were enrolled in the study. Among these, 136 students participated in the study. These were divided into three batches, grouped into 68 groups of simulated doctors and patients. The scores of all the components of the Kalamazoo consensus statement show improvement after the video demonstration compared with before (►Table 1).

The total scores of Kalamazoo consensus statement after intervention-before intervention displayed 59 positive ranks and 36.64 mean rank among patient group and 61 positive ranks and 36.74 mean rank among doctor group. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the observed difference between both measurements was significant ($p = 0.001$; ►Table 2, ►Fig. 2).

Mann–Whitney U test displayed a statistically significant higher mean rank observed among patients’ perception (mean rank = 77.36) when compared with doctors’ perception (mean rank = 60.52) before intervention ($p = 0.013$). The difference in perception among doctors and patients after the intervention was not statistically significant ($p = 0.05$) (►Table 3, ►Fig. 3).

The feedback from students measured on the Likert scale revealed that most students appreciated the whole exercise. The majority of the students agreed that the initial session of the small lecture helped them to understand the need for communication in a better way (98%). It helped the students to participate actively in roleplay exercises (95%), stressed the need for the communication skills’ teaching in prescription exercises (89%), and helped in active learning of the subject (95%). The feedback on roleplay session suggested that it made the learning session more attractive (93%), and it was a unique experience compared with regular classes (92%). As much as 96% of the students felt this kind of teaching activity would enhance their communication skills in the future, and 86.5% felt the need for these kinds of session to be conducted regularly. Open-ended questions regarding suggestions for improvement were answered by 50% of students and included suggestions like introducing different scenarios (9%) and improved time management for sessions (9%) (►Table 4).

Discussion

The present study evaluated the effectiveness of the roleplay in teaching communication skills for undergraduate medical students. The famous Canadian physician, Sir William Osler, known for teaching at the bedside, stated, “A good physician treats the disease, and a great physician treats the patient who has the disease,” which highlights the need for a healthy doctor-patient relationship. Communication and trust are the key elements in building a healthy relationship. It was observed that despite the widespread acknowledgment of the need and significance of effective communication and interpersonal skills, the subject is not emphasized enough in clinical training to date. Medical students usually end up learning the affective domain from their teachers or seniors (a hidden curriculum). A growing number of studies to investigate the most effective teaching communication skills in the medical curriculum have been undertaken in the last few decades. Various teaching methods have been identified to be essential, including patient
### Table 1 Components of Kalamazoo consensus statement and scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. no.</th>
<th>Competency</th>
<th>Possible maximum score</th>
<th>Mean score before intervention</th>
<th>Mean score after intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | Builds a relationship (includes the following) (4 subcomponents):  
Greets and shows interest in the patient and patient’s family  
Uses words that show care and concern throughout the interview  
Uses tone, pace, eye contact, and posture that show care and concern  
Responds explicitly to patient and family statements about ideas and feelings | 20 | 15 | 16.76 |
| 2       | Opens the discussion (includes the following) (3 subcomponents):  
Allows patient and family to complete opening statements without interruption  
Asks “is there anything else?” to elicit full set of concerns  
Explains and/or negotiates an agenda for the visit | 15 | 11 | 12.4 |
| 3       | Gathers information (includes the following) (4 subcomponents):  
Addresses patient and family statements using open-ended questions.  
Clarifies details as necessary with more specific or “yes/no” questions  
Summarizes and gives family opportunity to correct or add information  
Transitions effectively to additional questions | 20 | 14 | 16 |
| 4       | Understands the patients’ perspective (includes the following):  
(2 subcomponents):  
Asks about life events, circumstances, other people that might affect health  
Elicits patient’s and family’s beliefs, concerns, and expectations about illness and treatment | 10 | 5.9 | 7.68 |
| 5       | Shares information (includes the following) (3 subcomponents):  
Assesses patient’s and family’s understanding of problems and desire for more information  
Explains using words that family can understand  
Asks if family has any questions | 15 | 11 | 13 |
| 6       | Reaches agreement (if new/changed plan) (includes the following)  
(4 subcomponents):  
Includes family in choices and decisions to the extent they desire.  
Checks for mutual understanding of diagnostic and/or treatment plans  
Asks about acceptability of diagnostic and/or treatment plans  
Identifies additional resources as appropriate | 20 | 13 | 16 |
| 7       | Provides closure (includes the following) (5 subcomponents):  
Asks if patient and family have questions, concerns or other issues  
Summarizes  
Clarifies future time when progress will again be discussed  
Provides appropriate contact information if interim questions arise  
Acknowledges patient and family, and closes interview | 25 | 18 | 21 |

### Table 2 Comparison of scores of Kalamazoo consensus scale before and after intervention among patient and doctors’ groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean rank</th>
<th>Sum of ranks</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-before</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative ranks</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.44</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>−6.045</td>
<td>0.001a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive ranks</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>36.64</td>
<td>2162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doctor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-before</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative ranks</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>−6.528</td>
<td>0.001a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive ranks</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>36.74</td>
<td>2241</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aStatistical significance set at 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test).*
Fig. 2  Showing the distribution of communication skill scores in patient and doctors group before and after the intervention.

Fig. 3  Error plot showing the difference in the improvement in performance in both patient and doctors group after the intervention.

Table 3  Comparison of communication skill scores among patients' perception and doctors' perception before and after intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Roleplay</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean rank</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before Intervention</td>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>77.36</td>
<td>–2.483</td>
<td>0.013*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>60.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Intervention</td>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>75.63</td>
<td>–1.97</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>62.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aStatistical significance set at 0.05 (Mann–Whitney U test).

Table 4  Student feedback on the session

I. Short lecture on “doctor-patient communication”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. no</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>No comments</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>It helped in understanding the need for communication</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>It helped in the participation in the “prescription module activity”</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>There is a need for communication classes in prescription practical class</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Various aspects of communication skills were highlighted</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>61.1%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>It helped in active learning of the communication skill</td>
<td>40.5%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Roleplay demonstration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. no</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>No comments</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>It made the session interesting</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I learned the aspects which could not have been learned in didactic lecture class on prescription</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>This kind of session will help in the future practice</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>This should be part of prescription classes in future</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The study involved two components, consisting of a small lecture followed by practical activity, as substantiated by the recent systematic review; Berkoff et al identified that a combination of didactic and practical components appeared to have the most significant positive impact on communication skills' improvement. In the present study, we evaluated the difference between the doctors' perception (self-evaluation) versus patients' perception (peer evaluation) on the doctor's communication skills. It showed that before roleplay video demonstration, there was a significant difference between the assessment scores between the groups, indicating the lack of awareness on different communication elements and increased confidence in the simulated doctors' group on their performance compared with the simulated patients' perception. However, once the roleplay video demonstration was done, the postactivity score did not show any significant difference. Simulated patients provide a safe, low-anxiety learning experience where students could learn from feedback and build competence and confidence. Manzoor et al recommended that by involving students in roleplays, the components of both cognitive and affective domains of medical education can be delivered. Other authors also have emphasized the importance of roleplay in medical education. As discussed in the review by Modi et al, roleplays can provide an opportunity for rehearsal, improvisation, and even teaching of complex case scenarios. One of the drawbacks of roleplay methodology can be acting out, especially since students are not actors. It is not easy for them to come out of the “doctor” character to be a “patient.” This drawback was addressed, as the study involved showing a roleplay video enacted by the trained faculty to help them rectify the lacunae in their preactivity and improve in the postactivity.

The second component of roleplay demonstration made the session enjoyable. It made them learn the aspects that could not have been learned in didactic lecture class on prescription; students also felt the need for this kind of session to help them in future practice. This was very similar to the findings of the recently done study by Nair, where the students' perception about roleplay in teaching communication skills was evaluated. This study differed from Stevenson and Sander, where the majority of the students had a negative perception about roleplay.

The teaching by showing such video demonstrations enacted by trained faculty can be one way in the present situation of academics, where students are missing the opportunity to interact with patients frequently. This kind of module can be helpful to complement the attitude, ethics and communication (AETCOM) module, which is being implemented in the competency-based medical education (CBME) curriculum. Further, the faculty can come up with well-scripted clinical interviewing of different case scenarios, which can be used as teaching-learning media for subsequent batches of students.

Limitations

In our study, students suggested to include more scenarios in future sessions, as we included only one scenario; this was one of the limitations. There is a need for attention and feedback to the student at the individual level, which can be improved in future sessions by involving more facilitators with adequate preplanning. For effective roleplay sessions, the educators' role is to help the learners to set the goals and know when and how to provide feedback to the learners to deepen skills and promote self-awareness. Humphrey et al opined that some medical students reported a feeling of being harassed by all the attention and comparison of their professional and unprofessional behaviors by the medical faculty to discipline the students rather than educate them. The challenge is to create an environment that does not cause too much anxiety for the learner, as suggested by Jackson et al.

The other limitation could be a single-step evaluation conducted in our study, which is little difficult to assess the long-term impact of intervention. As suggested by the Ottawa consensus group, one type of assessment will not be sufficient and valuable in evaluation; multiple kinds of measures by multiple observers synthesized over time with data gathered in multiple, complex, and challenging contexts will be useful. Other limitations could be the lack of long-term impact of roleplay sessions in bringing around behavioral change, which may be assessed by conducting the same session with the involvement of an actual patient at a future point of time during the course.

Conclusion

Roleplay video demonstration and lecture class on essential component of communication has positively impacted communication skills in undergraduate students. It offers a
realistic basis for the use of roleplay in undergraduate students to acquire communication skills. Standardized doctor-patient case scenarios will provide us the opportunity for such direct evaluation of trainees. A similar kind of teaching of communication skills using roleplay video method holds promise when adopted at clinical settings also.
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